Monday, April 16

CEDR Exhibition Area Presentations

Lunch Break (12:30 – 13:40)

12:30 **INFRAVATION**: SEACON project, Giovanni Dotelli, Politecnico di Milano

12:45 Sense City equipment, Claude Marin Lamellet, IFSTTAR

13:00 **CEDR Call 2014 Mobility and ITS**: ANACONDA, Kerry Malone, TNO
   *Theme: Tool for NRA decision-making support for deployment of C-ITS systems*

13:15 **TRANSPOLIS test track**, Jean Paul Mizzi, IFSTTAR

First Afternoon Coffee Break (14:40 – 15:00)

14:45 **CEDR Call 2014 Mobility and ITS**: MAASiFiE Project, Jenni Eckhardt, VTT
   *Theme: Mobility as a Service - Roadmap 2025 for MaaS in Europe*

Second Afternoon Coffee Break (16:30 – 17:00)

16:30 **CEDR Call 2015 User Needs in a Multimodal Context**: STTRIDE, Marcus Jones, TRL
   *Theme: How to use technological advances to deliver positive modal shift*

16:45 University on urban studies and transport, Agnès Jullien, IFSTTAR

**CONCLUSION OF DAY ONE – CEDR RECEPTION**

18:00 **CEDR TRA RECEPTION**: Damir Topolko, Chair, CEDR Governing Board, Slovenia

Mr Damir Topolko, Chairman of the Conference of European Directors of Roads, invites you to a reception of fine Slovene wines, charcuterie and cheeses on the occasion of TRA2018 in Vienna. Hosted on the CEDR village in the TRA exhibition, you are invited to watch and learn of the ‘Road beat’ of Slovenia – the country of CEDR’s presidency. CEDR looks forward to welcoming conference delegates at stand D02 from 18:00 on Monday 16th April

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**FORMAL TRA CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS BY CEDR PROJECTS**

17:00 **Call 2015 User Needs in a Multimodal Context**: STTRIDE, Marcus Jones, TRL
   *Poster name: The impact of new technologies on mode shift towards sustainable travel: findings from the STTRIDE project (Paper ID 10107)*
   *Conference Session name: SP: 5. People Mobility – Systems and Services (associated with Session "Mobility as a Service and Mobility Management")*
   *Location: Lehar 1+2*

(Monday continued on next page)
Monday, April 16 (continued)

17:00  **Call 2014 Mobility and ITS**: ANACONDA, Kerry Malone, TNO

*Poster name*: Estimating Costs and Benefits of C-ITS Deployment in Austria, England and the Netherlands using the COBRA+ Tool (Paper ID 10665)


*Location*: Schubert 1

17:00  **Call 2014 Mobility and ITS**: MAASiFiE, Jenni Eckhardt, VTT

*Podium presentation name*: The European Roadmap 2025 for Mobility as a Service

*Conference Session name*: **ST 7: 4.2 New Urban Mobility Services**

*Location*: Schubert 5+6
Tuesday, April 17

CEDR Exhibition Area Presentations

Morning Coffee Break (10:00 – 10:30)

10:00  **CEDR Call 2016 Safety**: ADVERTS project, Rob Eenink, SWOV
       *Theme: Driver distraction from digital billboards*

Lunch Break (12:00 – 13:15)

12:10  **Next Gen Infrastructure**, Aernoud van der Bend, Rijkswaterstaat

12:40  **FOR x 4 and FOR**, Thierry Goger, FEHRL and Martin Lamb, Maple Consulting

First Afternoon Coffee Break (14:45 – 15:15)

14:45  **CEDR Call 2016 Water Quality**: *joint presentation*
       - PROPER project, Jes Vollerstein, Aalborg University
         *Theme: Road runoff pollution*
       - LUNT project, Jan Willem Knegt, TAUW
         *Theme: Environmental Impact of De-Icing Chemicals*
       - Microproof project, Rianne Dröge, TNO
         *Theme: Organic micropollutants and microplastics*

Second Afternoon Coffee Break (16:45 – 17:00)

16:45  **CEDR Call 2015 User Needs in a Multimodal Context**: ISAAC, Gert-Jan Wijlhuizen, SWOV
       *Theme: Stimulating safe walking and cycling within a multimodal environment*

FORMAL TRA CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS BY CEDR PROJECTS

17:00  **Call 2015 User Needs in a Multimodal Context**: ISAAC, Gert Jan Wijlhuizen, SWOV
       *Poster name: An integrated behavioural model for active transport mode choices*
       *Conference Session name: ST43: 5.3 Travel and Transportation Planning*
       *Location: Lehar 3+4*
CEDR Presentations, TRA 2018, Vienna

Wednesday, April 18

CEDR Exhibition Area Presentations

Morning Coffee Break (10:00 – 10:30)

10:00 CEDR Call 2015 Freight and Logistics in a Multimodal Context, joint presentation
- FALCON project (programme part A), Joop Pauwelussen, HAN
  Theme: Understanding what influences modal choice (including behaviour)
- FLUXNET project (programme part B), Robert Broesi, MUST
  Theme: How can infrastructure and infrastructure services affect modal choice
- FALCON project (programme part C), Joop Pauwelussen/Karel Kural, HAN
  Theme: Fit for purpose road vehicles to influence modal choice (performance based standards)

Lunch Break (12:00 – 13:15)

12:00 CEDR Call 2016 Biodiversity: ControlInRoad, Friederike Trognitz, AIT
Theme: Controlling the spread of invasive species with innovative methods in road construction and maintenance

12:10 VitalNodes, Sjaak van der Werf, Rijkswaterstaat

12:25 Working towards a sustainable, safe, accessible and liveable society – introduction to the sustainability strategy of Rijkswaterstaat, Maarten Neelis, Rijkswaterstaat

12:45 CEDR Call 2015 Climate Change
- WATCH project, Thomas Bles, Deltares
  Theme: Water management for road authorities in the face of Climate Change
- DeTecToR project, Sarah Reeves, TRL
  Theme: Decision support tools for embedding climate change thinking on roads

13:15 Portuguese bid for TRA 2022 & Porto Wine Tasting - Institute for Mobility and Transport (IMT)

First Afternoon Coffee Break (14:45 – 15:15)

14:45 INFRAVATION, Richard van der Elburg, Rijkswaterstaat

15:00 FASSTBRIDGE, Maria Zalbide/ David García Sánchez, TECNALIA

Second Afternoon Coffee Break (16:45 – 17:00)

16:45 FLOW project (Horizon 2020), Randy Rzewnicki, ECF Policy Officer

*****************************************************************************
Wednesday, April 18 (continued)

FORMAL TRA CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS BY CEDR PROJECTS

08:30 **Call 2015 Climate Change**: DeTECToR, Sarah Reeves, TRL
   Podium presentation name: Tools and guidance to help National Road Administrations address climate change
   Conference Session name: S/T 29 (10.2) Response to Extreme Events and Climate Change
   Location: Lehar 1+2

08:30 **Call 2015 Climate Change**: WATCH, Thomas Bles, DELTARES
   - Poster name: Water management for road authorities in the face of climate change
   - Conference Session name: S/T 29 (10.2) Response to Extreme Events and Climate Change
   - Location: Lehar 1+2

08:30 **Call 2012 Climate Change**: Implementation of Results, Kees van Muisinkel, Rijkswaterstaat
   - Poster name: Climate Adaption of Road Infrastructure – A comparison of the implementation of the CEDR ROADAPT and the FHWA Framework for Vulnerability Assessment in The Netherlands and Washington State
   - Conference Session name: S/T 29 (10.2) Response to Extreme Events and Climate Change
   - Location: Lehar 1+2

15:15 **Call 2015 Freight and Logistics in a Multimodal Context**: FLUXNET, Robert Broesi, MUST
   - Podium presentation name: FLUXNET - multimodality integrated with land use, freight and logistics (Paper ID 10154)
   - Location: Lehar 1+2

17:00 **Call 2015 Freight and Logistics in a Multimodal Context**: FALCON Project, Karel Kural, HAN
   - Paper name: Smart Infrastructure Access Policy: a highway towards more efficient road freight transport
   - Conference Session name: ST41: 6.3 Decarbonization and Sustainability of Freight Transport and Logistics, Podium session
   - Location: Strauss 1-3
Thursday, April 19

CEDR Exhibition Area Presentations

Morning Coffee Break (10:00 – 10:15)

10:00  **SKILLFUL** project (Horizon 2020), Thierry Goger, FEHRL

Lunch Break (11:45 – 12:45)

11:45  TBC

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**FORMAL TRA CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS BY CEDR PROJECTS**

08:30  **Call 2015 Asset Information Using BIM**: INTERLINK, Bart Luiten, TNO

  *Paper name*: Asset information management for European Roads using Linked data" *(Paper ID 10617)*

  *Conference Session name*: ST47: 9.3 Intelligent Traffic- and Transport Management

  *Location*: Strauss 1-3

CEDR-ORGANISED INVITED SESSION (in cooperation with EC)

08:30  **Beyond R&I Grants – From Research to Implementation**

  *Location*: Strauss 1-3

  *This Session attempts to answer this question by considering two European research funding programmes which have distinctive but complementary goals – and both try to identify what framework can enable maximum implementation and deployment of research results. Horizon 2020 supports R&I projects which contribute to the major EU policy priorities. The CEDR Transnational Research Programme responds to the specific needs of European road administrations and seeks to provide an effective framework for individual road authorities to operationalise research results on their own networks.*

  *Together, both programmes are vital for supporting the development of a transport network that is safer, more efficient and more sustainable. By considering their shared challenges, this Session will identify possible steps to ensure a seamless transfer from research funding to innovation to implementation and deployment of results.*